Debate whether the
meaning of ‘ethical’
has changed through
history.

Edward Sapir and
Benjamin Lee Whorf
never co-authored
anything. How did this
hypothesis come to be,
and become popular?

How does gaining
historical knowledge
redefine the meaning
of ‘wrong’?

How relevant are
reason, instinct,
intuition and
imagination in
business.

Discuss how an
atheist would regard
the contributions of
RKS to human
knowledge and
development.
Answer this
question. If we are
not indigenous, then
what are we? How
do you come to this
conclusion?
If speaking a 2nd or
3rd language makes
people smarter, are
monolingual people
at a disadvantage?
Explain.

End
Start
Here

Explain why can we Explain how the arts
say that mathematics can be used to
is a language.
explain human
development, both
intellectual and
technological.

It’s harder to be a
knower without the
sense of touch.
Explain why you
agree or disagree.

Debate what is more
important in writing
literature:
imagination or
command of
language.

How is observation
in science
experiments
different from daily
observation and
contemplation?

Debate whether you
agree or disagree
with: ‘language and
culture impact
common sense’.

Which could be
some limitations of
primary sources?
Explain and justify.

“Video killed the
radio star”, and
mobile phones
killed… Complete
statement and
explain.
Explain the
relevance of learning
to effectively lie
when one learns a
new language.

Debate quality of
knowledge. Consider
vast information
access in the present
and limited access in
the past.
Mention and explain
2 scenarios in which
we could say
‘knowledge may
disappear’.

In our language, we
need to learn two
different languages
forms: written and
spoken. Debate how
they are different.

Debate why we can
Explain ‘personal
say that women can knowledge’ using
communicate and
the story or Tarzan.
evoke emotions even
without words.

Debate how going
blind at 10 could
affect the way our
knowledge evolves
and develops.

